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Overview

Software Radio Systems (SRS) develops cutting-edge wireless systems using general-purpose processing platforms.

A spin-out company from CTVR, The Telecommunications Research Centre based at Trinity College Dublin, SRS builds on over 10 years of software radio research. By leveraging the low-cost and flexibility of general-purpose hardware, SRS delivers adaptive wireless systems designed for robust performance under any operating conditions.

Products include research and test platforms for the 4G LTE and LTE-Advanced standards, as well as flexible smart radio systems for use in TV white-space spectrum.

Expertise

› Rapid waveform prototyping and testing
› 4G LTE waveform integration and customisation
› Modular EPC core network solutions
› Custom multicarrier waveforms for Dynamic Spectrum Access

Service Domains

› Satellite Technology
› Ground Segment Systems

Technology Domains

› Ground Station System and Networks
› RF Payload and Systems
Main Space related products, services and projects

- Software radio 4G LTE UE
- Modular EPC
- Software radio 4GLTE eNodeB
- Custom waveform solutions
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